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As we reach the end of another productive year at Curtin, the University has again improved its world ranking, climbing 31 places in 2015 to be ranked 271 globally in the Academic Ranking of World Universities. Curtin has enjoyed a positive trajectory in the world rankings over the past few years and is among the fastest rising universities in Australia.

The ARWU is widely recognised as the most objective research-oriented university ranking system worldwide, so it reflects our investment in research over a number of years, and our reputation in a number of areas such as earth sciences, where we boast internationally renowned researchers. It’s great news to end the year.

In May, the Prime Minister of Australia announced the approval of the Curtin Medical School. It is a significant achievement for the University and Western Australia, and recognises our strong reputation for excellence in health education and research.

In the same month, Curtin became a member of edX, a consortium of elite higher education institutions established by Harvard and MIT, to deliver online courses.

In October, four members of the community received the 2015 John Curtin Medal, which recognises those who have exhibited former prime minister John Curtin’s attributes of vision, leadership and community service.

International humanitarian and Curtin graduate Sian White, founder of the Fibromyalgia Support Network WA Dr Keye Brand, and Aboriginal Elders Mr Ezzard Flowers and the late Mr Angus Wallam, who played an important role in the return of The Herbert Mayer Collection of Carrolup Artworks to WA, were awarded their medals by acting Vice-Chancellor and Provost Professor John Cordery. Congratulations to them all.

Also in October I attended the official presentation of the Green Star-Communities certification for our Greater Curtin master plan, that was awarded Australia’s first 5 Star Green Star for a university site. Under the plan, 114 hectares of the University’s Bentley Campus will be transformed through urban regeneration over a 20-year period.

This is a bumper edition of Cite. We travel to the mountains of Sarawak, East Malaysia, where our Malaysian colleagues are helping remote communities bring about sustainability, both environmental and economic (page 10).

Back in Perth, members of Curtin’s Trans Research and Interest Group talk about the need for the media to present a more realistic depiction of trans issues, to widen society’s perceptions of transgender people (page 18). The group is the first in WA and yet another way in which Curtin is fostering a culture of acceptance and diversity.

Speaking of diversity, the thought-provoking Curtin researcher and performance artist Stelarc believes there is an increasing acceptance of ‘alternate anatomies’ that blur the lines between technology and the human body (page 6).

We also look at the rapidly-changing media landscape and the failure of anti-piracy legislation to keep up with the ‘YouTube generation’ (page 24).

All the stories you’ll read here capture the extraordinary breadth of Curtin’s activities and our commitment to solving real-world problems.

As we fast approach the summer break, I wish you and your families a happy, festive season and look forward to another incredible year in 2016.

Students can recharge their batteries between classes with new sleep pods installed on level 3 of the Robertson Library. Designed for a 20-minute power nap, there’s a timed waking system built in, so there’s no chance of missing class!
Curtin received four awards at the annual Relay For Life Heroes of Hope Awards in July. Relay For Life raises funds for the Cancer Council WA’s cancer research, education and support services.

The Curtin-hosted relay event was the winner of four categories: Community Spirit Award, Team Growth Award, Most Improved Event Award, and an individual honour - the South Spirit Award – awarded to Jamie Kho.

Mr Kho, Marketing Development Leader for Relay For Life Curtin, said the awards were a commendation for the committee’s work and a boost for the event’s profile in 2016. “I think it’s great that the entire committee has been recognised for all the effort it has put in to making the event a success. Being involved with a group of young people who care about fighting back against cancer is something that I’m proud of,” Mr Kho says.

Curtin’s 2015 relay was held over the weekend of 17-18 October with teams of 10-15 people taking turns to walk and run around Edinburgh South Oval at the Bentley Campus over the 24-hour period.

A new research partnership will see Curtin researchers help NASA achieve its goals for human exploration of the solar system.

In July, Curtin signed an affiliate member statement with NASA’s Solar System Exploration Research Virtual Institute (SSERVI). The establishment of a SSERVI node will see Curtin and other Australian institutions lend expertise to the global leader in space exploration.

The successful proposal to SSERVI was submitted by Curtin Professor Phil Bland and Australian National University Deputy Director Dr Marc Norman. It included colleagues from a number of institutions across the country and represented a wide breadth of expertise from Australia’s planetary science community.

“We are confident that this partnership will result in great scientific discoveries in planetary science for both parties, as well as furthering the SSERVI goal of advancing basic and applied lunar and planetary science research, and advancing human exploration of the solar system through scientific discovery,” says Professor Bland.

Curtin Vice-Chancellor Professor Deborah Terry said the link with NASA was a fantastic opportunity for Curtin’s staff and students to engage with the global leader in space exploration.

The Federal Government has approved the establishment of the Curtin Medical School, which will help cater for Western Australia’s urgent doctor shortage.

The five-year direct-entry medical degree will commence in 2017 with 60 domestic students each year. By 2022, Curtin will increase its intake to 110 domestic students and 10 international students.

Curtin Vice-Chancellor Professor Deborah Terry said the undergraduate medical degree would have a strong emphasis on primary care to position graduates for rural and remote practice, as well as practice in outer suburban locations.

“The program’s proposed commencement date and staged growth will ensure the availability of post-graduation clinical places for students,” Professor Terry said.

“Research has shown that hospitals in the eastern and southern suburbs will welcome medical students and this will be supported by placements in aged care and mental health facilities as well as general practice and newly created clinical schools.”

The majority of the students’ clinical education will take place at the University’s soon-to-be-established Midland Campus.

When it opens, Curtin’s medical degree will be the only undergraduate entry program in the state, with other Western Australian universities only offering graduate entry level medical courses.

The John Curtin Medal has been awarded to the founder of the Fibromyalgia Support Network in Western Australia Dr Kaye Brand, international humanitarian Sian White and influential Aboriginal Elders Ezzard Flowers and the late Angus Wallam.

“Curtin is the first Western Australian university and the fourth Australian university to join the edX Consortium. Curtin’s partnership expands the consortium’s range of offerings by offering MOOCs in Mining and Digital Marketing.”

Curtin Vice-Chancellor Professor Deborah Terry said the MOOCs provide Curtin with an opportunity to expand its global presence.

“Curtin is transforming its learning experience to become an international leader in education and research. Becoming a member of the edX consortium opens many opportunities for Curtin to collaborate in teaching and learning with leading international universities,” Professor Terry says.

“The partnership will enhance our campus-based teaching and learning and build a global community of online learners who will be actively engaged with Curtin.”
Changing the meaning of being alive

IF YOU think you’ve been keeping up with the incredible ways technology is changing people’s lives, have a chat with Professor Stelarc and you’ll probably have to think again.

He may, for example, mention the Italian surgeon who is trying to get ethical approval in the United States to attempt a human head transplant.

Knowledgeable critics say that, with current medical capabilities, the chances of such an operation being successful are virtually nil. But Stelarc takes a different line.

“It may not happen for five or 10 years,” he says, implying that this is a long time in his realm of activity. “And it may not be successful, but no important new surgical procedure usually is at the first attempt. It also raises the question of whether you’d have a head transplant or a body transplant. Given the choice, I’d go for both.”

He’s joking, of course. Up to a point. After all, this is a man who had the porous biomaterial scaffold of an ear surgically constructed on the inside of his left forearm nine years ago. It now has tissue ingrowth and its own blood supply. It will never hear in a biological sense like his perfectly good regular ears, but in a few years he’ll insert the electronics that will bring it to life in any wi-fi hotspot, so people all over the world can listen in to whatever he’s hearing.

The Ear On My Arm project started out as a work of performance art, but now that he’s also the director of Curtin University’s recently established Alternate Anatomies Laboratory, it has become an example – less than at arm’s length, as it were – of the ways technology is tampering with and radically transforming what the human body can do, as well as what we perceive our bodies to be.

Four years ago in Texas, says Stelarc, doctors tested a twin-turbine artificial heart in the chest of a terminally ill patient. “It circulates the blood continuously, without pulsing. So you could be resting your head on your loved-one’s chest, they’re warm to the touch, they’re breathing, they’re speaking, they’re certainly alive – but they have no heartbeat.

“Of a sudden this one bit of technology forces us to totally re-examine how we operate as a body and what it means to be human and alive.”

THE ALTERNATE Anatomies Lab, which is about to complete its first full year of operation, has a broad range of interests encompassing anatomy, prosthetics, robotics, body modification, cognitive science, interactive media, and visual and performance art. It’s part of Curtin’s School of Design and Art, and its interdisciplinary team, comprising Stelarc and research fellows and artists Dr Nina Sellars and Dr Christian Kroos, encourages collaborations with other Curtin departments such as Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science and Architecture.

“We’re interested in innovative ideas and also in trying to actualise those ideas, to personally experience them and thereby have something meaningful to say after that happens. We also examine the aesthetics and ethics of the devices that are created,” says Stelarc.
With a planned electronic upgrade, Stelarc’s arm will record sound and broadcast it on the web.

"It used to be that if you were designing an artificial or prosthetic body part, you would try in a rather creepy way to make it look like a human one, with vinyl cosmetic skin. Nowadays people are much happier to have an artificial hand made of shiny stainless steel, carbon fibre and acrylic plastics. There’s a more accepting attitude to technology and the aesthetic appearance of these attachments."

"But these things are cosmetic, and the lab generally takes a research approach, critiquing what’s happening in a conceptual way. Having said that, people in the body modification community are effectively experimenting on themselves and espousing a willingness to reconsider the physicality of their bodies, to modify and even redesign them."

"The lab is interested in the postmodern, post-human condition and exposing the problematic of embodiment and agency, he says. "With fellow researchers and the general public, changing people’s perceptions is part of what happens when we generate outcomes and outputs with our projects. Things that might have been ‘on the edge’ or might have appeared unconventional – I think people are increasingly accepting them."

Web: alternate-anatomies.org

The lab has helped fourth-year mechanical engineering students develop a silicon-skinned, smartphone-controlled robotic arm and an actuated hand orthosis. It co-supervises such projects and can provide technology including 3D scanning, a 16-micron resolution 3D printer and 6K video equipment.

"The computer-controlled orthosis is like an exoskeleton," says Stelarc. "A person with paralysis could wear it to open and close an exoskeleton," says Stelarc. "I'd find it an interesting device for remote-physiotherapy applications, as an artist who has such an attachment is able to use it to control video equipment.

"The computer-controlled orthosis is like an exoskeleton," says Stelarc. "A person with paralysis could wear it to open and close an exoskeleton," says Stelarc. "I'd find it an interesting device for remote-physiotherapy applications, as an artist who has such an attachment is able to use it to control video equipment.

"The lab makes connections with differently enabled people and has had some of them speak at its monthly lecture series. Likewise, people from the body modification community..."
Curtin University is helping remote communities in the East Malaysian state of Sarawak to find much-needed environmental and economic stability.

LIVES are changing in the highlands of northern Sarawak. Curtin Sarawak, in partnership with the Malaysian government and local communities, is working to bring power, water and new business enterprises to some of the most remote villages in the Malaysian state. The Rural Development Plan will not only improve living conditions, but empower communities to become self-sustaining, bringing economic stability to the region.

Heading the project from Curtin Sarawak is Professor Clem Kuek. After working and living in Australia for 35 years, Kuek returned to Malaysia looking for ways to give back to his homeland.

Villages such as Long Tanid, Long Muboi and Long Rusu, located in the mountainous regions of northern Sarawak, have no access to grid electricity. Individual households install diesel generators and their fuel is transported from distant urban centers, often via road networks that are little more than logging tracks.

Now, through the introduction of green technologies, such as micro-hydro and solar power, these villages will soon have access to clean, green power 24 hours a day. Unlike large hydro schemes that require large dams, a micro-hydro system diverts water away from the main stream and filters it through a small powerhouse before returning it to the waterway further downstream. Micro-hydros are green, reliable, cost-effective and low maintenance. As such, they are seen as one of the most suitable ways to bring electricity to rural communities. Micro-hydro systems can also provide potable water, another essential utility that rural communities are often lacking.

The hydro and solar power systems are the heart of Curtin Sarawak’s overarching Rural Development Scheme. Following the installation, community-owned enterprises will be introduced, or further developed, to build upon the availability of electricity and clean water.

“We will not be satisfied with just bringing in two utilities to a community,” Kuek says. “We say, if you have access to electricity and clean water, what can you do with it in terms of an enterprise?”

The new power and water systems will aid the region’s salt production and indigenous fish-farming schemes, as well as open up new opportunities for the local production of bottled water and the region’s rice trade.

“Rock salt has been produced in the highlands for generations,” says Kuek. As a niche product, similar to rock salt from the Himalayas, it is highly valued. But, to produce a 60 kilogram batch of salt from the naturally occurring brine, workers must chop and burn wood from the local jungle to boil the brine continuously over three days.
As part of the region’s development scheme, Professor Kuek and his colleagues are planning to power the kettles and evaporators with electricity from micro-hydro generators.

“We’ll save an enormous amount of firewood and it will be less polluting. The end product will also be much cleaner,” Kuek says.

As for indigenous fishing, the Malaysian government has set up a number of fishing conservation reserves or ‘tagangs’, where high-value fish are sustainably farmed to prevent overfishing. Professor Kuek and his team intend to help set up additional tagangs and develop regional processing facilities to clean, pack and chill the harvested fish for transport.

“At the moment highland farmers dry their rice out in the sun on mats,” Kuek explains. “It is totally dependent on the sun, so if it is not out for a couple days the product can get mouldy. You can also get variable drying, so that when you mill the rice there’s a lot of broken grain because some of the grains are not as hard as they should be.”

With drying kilns the rice can be dried more consistently, making the milling process easier and more predictable, which is crucial to developing a premium rice product. Following the installation of the kilns there are plans to introduce a geographical certification. This would allow farmers to place a logo on each rice package that guarantees the origin of the product, allowing consumers to trace the origins of each package all the way back to the farm that produced it.

“A bottled water enterprise would develop entrepreneurship and bookkeeping skills within the community, strengthening it as a whole,” Kuek says.

A reliable power supply will also aid highland rice farmers. ‘Adan’ rice, commonly known as Bario, Ba’kelalan or ‘highland rice’, is a popular, premium rice grown in the highlands region, often used to make dessert dishes.

For generations the Kelabit and Lun Bawang people have grown this unique rice using traditional farming methods, most notably without the use of fertilisers and pesticides. Because of this, the rice is very close to organic standards – a desirable quality given the growing demand for organic produce around the world.

Access to electricity will represent a big step towards establishing an organic certification program for the region. Their first priority is to install drying kilns.

This will not only increase the value of the product, but also create jobs,” says Professor Kuek.

As for indigenous fishing, the Malaysian government has set up a number of fishing conservation reserves or ‘tagangs’, where high-value fish are sustainably farmed to prevent overfishing. Professor Kuek and his colleagues are planning to power the kettles and evaporators with electricity from micro-hydro generators.

“With drying kilns the rice can be dried more consistently, making the milling process easier and more predictable, which is crucial to developing a premium rice product. Following the installation of the kilns there are plans to introduce a geographical certification. This would allow farmers to place a logo on each rice package that guarantees the origin of the product, allowing consumers to trace the origins of each package all the way back to the farm that produced it.

“A bottled water enterprise would develop entrepreneurship and bookkeeping skills within the community, strengthening it as a whole,” Kuek says.

A reliable power supply will also aid highland rice farmers. ‘Adan’ rice, commonly known as Bario, Ba’kelalan or ‘highland rice’, is a popular, premium rice grown in the highlands region, often used to make dessert dishes.

For generations the Kelabit and Lun Bawang people have grown this unique rice using traditional farming methods, most notably without the use of fertilisers and pesticides. Because of this, the rice is very close to organic standards – a desirable quality given the growing demand for organic produce around the world.

Access to electricity will represent a big step towards establishing an organic certification program for the region. Their first priority is to install drying kilns.

“At the moment highland farmers dry their rice out in the sun on mats,” Kuek explains. “It is totally dependent on the sun, so if it is not out for a couple days the product can get mouldy. You can also get variable drying, so that when you mill the rice there’s a lot of broken grain because some of the grains are not as hard as they should be.”

With drying kilns the rice can be dried more consistently, making the milling process easier and more predictable, which is crucial to developing a premium rice product. Following the installation of the kilns there are plans to introduce a geographical certification. This would allow farmers to place a logo on each rice package that guarantees the origin of the product, allowing consumers to trace the origins of each package all the way back to the farm that produced it.

Each one of Kuek’s projects is community driven. From initial planning and consultation, to building facilities and growing each enterprise, the communities are crucial to every step. Kuek’s end goal is to equip locals with the skills and ability to run these projects on their own, from bookkeeping and management to running and servicing the facilities and equipment central to each project.

And while there is still the anxious wait to get the final approval for some of these projects, for now we know that the lights are on and the future is looking brighter.
"I study molecular genetics. I think that manipulating genetics is going to be a staple for agriculture in the future. If Australia is going to be the food bowl of Asia, as some people put it, it’s going to be necessary to grow crops quickly and efficiently.”

"I am doing research to publish a book that will teach children about HIV, which is a big health problem in Malawi.”

"I chose psychology because I watched loved ones go through depression, self-harm and attempted suicide. So because of how personal it has been in my life, I’ve decided it’s what I want to do. I just want to help people out and I guess if I can save just one life it will make a difference.”

"It’s Semester 2 time! Welcome to all our new and returning students. Who’s ready for an awesome semester?”

"I am officially welcoming this year’s new students under The Pines at #curtinweek #Curtin #tamarahudson"


**PASCAL KELLY**  
**BACHELOR OF MULTIMEDIA DESIGN**  
**ALUMNI PROFILE**

When her parents decided to close Zahra and Hong Kong, they tamped the loss of Zahra’s authentic Middle-Eastern dishes. "There was always something inside of me that wanted to bring Zahra back to life and share our family recipes once again with Hong Kong," El-Mahmoud says. In 2015, El-Mahmoud and her sister Nada decided to fulfill this wish and together they opened the second generation of Zahra, the Zahrabel Dining Club, in Hong Kong. While running a restaurant might seem a depression from El-Mahmoud’s bachelor degree in multimedia design, what she learned has been indispensable for her out-of-the-kitchen responsibilities: the restaurant’s design and marketing.

"My Curtin degree has been very important in teaching me the relevant and necessary technical skills to be able to do this," she says. "I initially designed our corporate identity and I oversee all our branding, promotional material and in-house printed material. I also manage our social media."

"Every day brings its unique challenges and events, whether it’s hosting an event at the restaurant, doing a restaurant photo shoot for a magazine feature, meeting new diners, creating new dishes or discussing new opportunities."

And new opportunities are on the rise at Zahrabel’s. Pascal Kelly, El-Mahmoud’s partner and fellow Curtin alumnus, has been working to develop and pilot a novel restaurant booking system called Ookus. Ookus began as a means to help manage Zahrabel’s bookings. “Spreadsheets helped, but didn’t offer as much flexibility,” Kelly says. He turned to learning programming skills and how the ‘cloud’ worked to create his own solution.

The system was an instant success at Zahrabel Dining Club. But he didn’t stop there. "I saw the opportunity to offer other establishments the same benefits,” he says. Ookus has now expanded beyond Zahrabel Dining Club, to be the world’s first social booking network. The principle is simple: members can search for, and make bookings with, restaurants based on recommendations (dubbed ‘whispers’) from friends or fellow food lovers with similar taste.

"It’s all about creating a buzz," says Kelly, who graduated from Curtin in 2007 with a degree in psychology. "Establishments are also able to manage their online bookings and will soon be able to sell their goods and merchandise via Ookus. Our aim is to develop further features, which will enhance the diners’ experience and also offer an out-of-the-box solution for award-winning establishments." Currently only available in Hong Kong, there are plans to expand Ookus to Macau and Australia, and later the world.

"They [the City of Perth] loved the idea, and off we went!" Brunsdon says, and in the space of six weeks, over Christmas no less, his idea became a reality.

"SpaceMarkets sits in this gap between people who want space and people who have space," Brunsdon explained in his 2011 TEDx talk. "We identified there was a great void between these two types of people. They don’t talk to each other. What we wanted to do was create a platform that brought them together."

"Space" could be anything from a desk, an upper floor, or a basement.

"Today, one of Brunsdon’s biggest successes with SpaceMarket is MANNY 660. Reopened from the skeleton of the old Myer building in Newman Court Fremantle, MANNY 660 is a temporary-space activation project that houses local retail brands and production spaces for the creative community. The old rooftopspace, previously used for staff parking, has been transformed into an area for events, community gardens, music, cinema and parties. MANNY 660’s production level in particular is redefining how we look at empty space."

"We have businesses that previously would have been suburbs apart, now no more than 50 steps from each other. Retailers work with our makers. Makers work with our retailers. Creatives work with the artists. Artists work with the tech crew, and the people of Fremantle are weaving their way through the whole thing."

"It is an opportunity for somewhat discordant, but ultimately complementary businesses to co-exist and skill share," Brunsdon explains.
Transcending expectations

High profile trans women such as reality TV star Caitlyn Jenner and Australian military official Cate McGregor have propelled issues around trans rights and wellbeing into the zeitgeist. But look behind the famous faces and you’ll find a complex, diverse, and too-often vulnerable population.

‘A lot of trans people try to be invisible for their own safety,’ says Associate Professor Sam Winter from the School of Public Health. Sam and his colleague Dr Catriona Davis-McCabe recently set up the Curtin Trans Research and Interest Group (TRIG), the first of its kind in WA.

“They don’t make a noise. So you have a group that is stigmatised, but has kept a low profile.”

Sam and Catriona expected just five or six attendees at TRIG’s inaugural meeting in August. Instead, roughly 40 community, health, government and research representatives crammed into the sunlit boardroom.

TRIG’s enthusiastic turnout is perhaps not surprising. In the last year, trans luminaries like Jenner and actress LaVerne Cox have successfully cast a once-repetitive population into the public eye.

In response, communities and policy makers have slowly begun to address the disproportionately high rates of unemployment, homelessness, mental illness and poor physical health among trans people. However, the mainstreaming of trans issues via celebrity means raises its own concerns.

“Reproducing the same old gender stereotypes only further obscures anyone who has a different experience, whether that person is straight, gay, trans or cisgender.”

“Fear of standing out is a survival mechanism, and a photoshopped Vanity Fair cover is cold comfort when the real world prefers you stay out of sight.”

Public Health PhD student Lee Yoresh came out as a trans woman this year. Her thesis is exploring how the outside world deals with different expressions of queer identity. While Lee considers herself lucky to have a supportive family and healthcare team behind her, she hasn’t escaped the ramifications of making small changes to her appearance, such as wearing skirts and touches of makeup.

“I’ve been whistled at, I’ve been yelled at, I’ve been threatened,” Lee says. As a musician, she’s even been booted on stage for wearing female clothing.

“The world restricts how you navigate if you’re too open and visible.”

“In spite of the hazards, Lee feels more comfortable expressing her identity than hiding it. She likens being mistaken for the wrong gender to having strangers tell you that your skin is blue.

“In your mind it doesn’t make any sense. When people refer to me as a man, I feel like it doesn’t apply to me at all.”

Lee believes the media could do more to widen society’s perceptions of who trans people are by shifting the emphasis from ‘final products’ to the less-glamorous ‘process’ of gender transition.

“We don’t get to see Caitlyn Jenner with cuts on her face and bandages and a broken nose. We only see the big reveal,” says Lee. “There’s no reason to deprive people of the whole picture.”

Cultural studies honours student Kirsty Herbert believes greater diversity on our screens can help to reduce prejudice against people whose gender clashes with prevailing social ideals.

“The world restricts how you navigate if you’re too open and visible.”

“Nature loves diversity,” says Sam. “It’s just a matter of society accepting that people’s bodies and identities are their own affair.”

Unlike wealthy celebrities, most trans people who wish to change their physical sex (not all do), struggle to afford gender-affirming procedures such as hormone therapy and surgery. A recent Curtin-led study found the lack of access to these procedures is a major contributing factor to anxiety and depression among trans people in Australia.

“If a trans person chooses to change their appearance they run the risk of encountering verbal and physical abuse. Between 2008 and 2014, more than 1,700 trans people were murdered worldwide, and that figure only accounts for reported incidents. Self-censorship is a survival mechanism, and a photoshopped Vanity Fair cover is cold comfort when the real world prefers you stay out of sight.”

 assigned at birth. Trans is an umbrella term that can include people who identify as transgender, transsexual, genderqueer, non-binary, gendered, sistergirl, brotherboy, crossdressers and other identities.

WHAT DOES ‘TRANS’ MEAN?

Trans people identify as having an internal sense of gender that differs from their gender assigned at birth. Trans is an umbrella term that can include people who identify as transgender, transsexual, genderqueer, non-binary, gendered, sistergirl, brotherboy, crossdressers and other identities.

1 Cisgender (often abbreviated to ‘cis’) describes those whose sense of gender matches their sex at birth.

Cultural studies honours student Kirsty Herbert believes greater diversity on our screens can help to reduce prejudice against people whose gender clashes with prevailing social ideals.

“Nature loves diversity,” says Sam. “It’s just a matter of society accepting that people’s bodies and identities are their own affair.”

1 Cisgender (often abbreviated to ‘cis’) describes those whose sense of gender matches their sex at birth.
Master brewer, chemistry graduate and Western Australian icon Ken Arrowsmith has returned from an extended hiatus to quench the thirst of Perthians once again. Now, the man on the Emu Bitter can is lending his artistry to Perth’s newest microbrewery, the Northbridge Brewing Company. And though he may have trimmed the beard, Arrowsmith is still serving it up in true hipster fashion with a range of sessionable beers and one-off special brews delivered straight from the tank.

“The WA brewing scene is on a massive roll at the moment with new breweries opening on a regular basis and new craft beer venues popping up all over the place,” Arrowsmith says.

“Whilst the Northbridge Brewing Company is a far cry from the mega volume breweries I have worked in, I love the variety of styles we can produce and the hands-on nature of brewing in a small plant.”

Those mega-volume breweries include Tooheys Ltd, South Australian Brewing Co. and The Swan Brewery, where Arrowsmith first entered the profession during his student days at the Western Australian Institute of Technology (WAIT), now Curtin University.

“A year or two into my applied science degree, The Swan Brewery advertised for an assistant chemist, and I was fortunate enough to be given the role,” Arrowsmith says.

The next few years were spent working in a variety of technical and operational roles while he finished off his degree part-time – the latter of which he credits as being an “important driver” of his early career.

“Obviously, the basics of chemistry are very relevant to brewing science,” he acknowledges, “but the extensive laboratory sessions also gave me practical skills and techniques to take straight into the workplace. Moreover, the analytical approach to both technical and business problem-solving that has stood me in good stead throughout my career is for the greater part a result of my studies at WAIT.”

In due course, and under the guidance of strong professional mentors, Arrowsmith went from assistant chemist to brewing manager (where he took on custodianship of the Emu Bitter brand) and finally operations director. Along the way he studied international brewing at the Technical University (VLBI) in Berlin, which saw him indulge in extensive tours of German brewing plants; and in 1998, he was awarded the honour of chairing the Asia-Pacific Institute of Brewing and Distilling Convention in Perth. In 2004, he was awarded a prestigious Institute of Brewing and Distilling Fellowship.

Today, however, Arrowsmith’s new fans are more likely to appreciate him for his Beerland range at the Northbridge Brewing Company than the classic Emu Bitter.

“The national beer market has faced massive changes over the past ten years, with consumers consistently moving to quality over quantity and diversity over brand loyalty in their beer choices,” Arrowsmith says of the recent research putting Australia’s beer consumption at a 65-year low. “The craft beer movement has flourished in this environment and I believe it will continue to grow strongly.”

“Ultimately it will be authentic, high-quality craft beers, whether in keg or package, that will ensure the success of the industry.”
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The joint collaboration, known as BeachLAB, is developing and testing acoustic technologies for shark detection. Having been awarded funding by the WA State Government, Curtin University has made significant advances in understanding how sonar can help protect beach-goers.

The group has deployed a system comprising a number of acoustic detection receivers, including two sponsored by RPS MetOcean, that cover around a kilometre of swimming beach area at Mullaloo’s main beach, in front of the Surf Life Saving Club. Curtin University’s CMST Research Fellow Dr Miles Parsons, explained the alert system works by recognising marine animals previously fitted with an acoustic tag travelling in the monitored area. “When a shark or other tagged animal passes through the monitored area at Mullaloo Beach, a signal that is regularly emitted from their tag is then picked up by the strategically placed receivers in the water,” Dr Parsons says. “Once the signal is picked up, the receivers then transmit a signal directly to the beach management system that sets off the audible alarm and flashing lights stationed on the beach, alerting swimmers to the potential danger and prompting them to take immediate action.”

BeachLAB will be testing the application and performance of a number of beach safety related technologies, using the array and its moorings as a real-world platform. Planned BeachLAB projects include the detection of rip currents along the beach and the detection of sharks using sonar systems. The main focus of BeachLAB will be relaying detection of any potential hazard back to the central alarm system in real-time. Warning siren sounds during daylight hours when beachgoers generally swim. During night and off-peak hours, the system will only activate the red light warning. The project will complement existing shark detection strategies at Mullaloo Beach including Department of Fisheries satellite-linked acoustic receivers that send an automated alert to SurfCom, as well as Twitter and SharkSmart, if a tagged shark is detected.

President of Mullaloo Surf Life Saving Club Mr Carlo Tenaglia believes that real-time, beach-based alarm systems are an effective way to alert swimmers. “Other existing warning systems in place transmit information to an app or mobile phone, however, beachgoers generally wouldn’t have these devices with them in the water, or even necessarily take them onto the sand,” Mr Tenaglia says. “A siren and red light are universal warning signs for danger and prompt swimmers to take immediate action to exit the water.”

Mr Tenaglia also explained that the club hopes to extend the detection buoys along the Mullaloo coast in the future. “The monitored area can be expanded by placing additional detection buoys at spaced intervals, forming a detection line for as long as required, creating a larger monitored area, and hopefully safer area, for local swimmers,” Mr Tenaglia says.
The revolution will be available on demand

The Netflix phenomenon has taken Australia by storm, evidence that – when given the choice – we are willing to pay for current, good-quality content. So why do media providers and the government continue to resist a more open media market – and at what cost?

AUSTRALIA’s relatively high rate of internet piracy – enabled by an increasingly sophisticated game of cat-and-mouse between consumers and regulatory agencies – has highlighted the determination of consumers to obtain current, good-quality video and music content. Unauthorised downloading recently entered new territory with the Dallas Buyers Club copyright court case that threatened huge fines and the coerced internet service providers to reveal illegal downloaders.

The case led the Australian Government to introduce new legislation, with the Senate quickly passing the Copyright Amendment (Online Infringement) Bill 2015. The bill aims to curb the online piracy of music, television and film across Australia. However, say critics, it has been largely ineffectual in curbing piracy, with consumers blatantly ignoring the draconian legislation that they see as imposing unnecessary controls on the media market in Australia. Enter Netflix, the US-based video-on-demand service that is fast rivalling paid content stalwart Foxtel and a handful of other smaller players in the Australian market. At a price point of $8.99 for basic service per month, Netflix scooped up almost 2 million smaller players in the Australian market. At a price point of $8.99 for basic service per month, Netflix scooped up almost 2 million subscribers in its first six months of operation. That, says Head of Curtin’s Department of Internet Studies Tama Leaver, is evidence that Australian consumers are willing to pay for current, good-quality content.

"It seems very backward looking to treat high-paying consumers as criminals and shut them down rather than provide better legal avenues," says Leaver. "In my work, I refer to this as the ‘tyranny of digital distance’ – that phenomenon where Australia’s physical geographical location has somehow been translated into arbitrary marketing zones.

This has meant delayed release dates, inflated prices and unreliable service provision – all of which have played into our high rate of unauthorised downloading. And it just doesn’t make economic sense. We know that internet piracy is estimated to be costing the Australian economy millions every year. There is an unstoppable appetite for immediate online content and, rather than harness this lost revenue, the government has opted to ratchet up its legislative hold that shuts the door on consumer demand and choice, and on huge economic opportunity."

Largely, says Leaver, we still live in a world where existing providers are trying to hold on to dying models. Anachronistic broadcast formats – with 16 to 18 minutes of advertising per hour, or paid subscriptions with ads – now seem laughable to a YouTube generation that grew up with on-demand content.

There is no evidence that the YouTube generation has a problem with paying, "adds Leaver. "But they do have a problem with unreasonably priced content – as we saw with Game of Thrones, where content was unreliable and expensive. The show was available for a while as a digital download on the US day of release, but that option was then removed.

"The solution, ultimately, must be market-based, with content being released in Australia at the same time as it is in the US, for a competitive price. This has to result in reduced piracy – in fact, it has already, since the arrival of Netflix."

WHILE the YouTube generation are huge consumers of online content on demand, they have also grown up in a world where revolutionary digital technologies have made producing content anyone’s game. Participatory media platforms have broken down the rigid boundaries between consumers, creators and producers.

Active engagement in producing content and the rise of YouTube stars who are merely their high school or university peers means that today’s younger generations are fearless, with the potential to shape media with the mobile phone in their hand.

They are also a growing cohort of students who forcing a fast-changing curriculum to prepare themselves for careers in the fast-changing curriculum. Curtin’s Department of Internet Studies, for example, has had to remain agile, responding to the changing interests and skills of undergraduate applicants, as well as to market need.

The Internet Communications major trains students in understanding the human dimension of the internet: how people network, collaborate and share information through online communications, media and design. As such, it provides them with an analytical understanding of current issues, policies and business models.

The popular Web Media unit typically has an annual enrolment of 250 students. The unit introduces students to how traditional content is being reshaped in light of participatory digital media, emerging indigenous online media – those rising YouTube stars, for example. Students then put these insights into practice by creating their own web-based media content.

"Each semester, we have some real stand-out projects," says Leaver. "They show how innovative and bold students can be. For example, one student took a satirical look at copyright using Super Mario videogame characters and had had more than 260,000 views on YouTube.

"Another student’s project explained how convergence culture is changing the media industries using a stop-motion animation that was seen and endorsed on Twitter by Henry Jenkins, the US scholar who literally wrote the book on the topic."

As more and more online media companies not only stream content but also produce it, Curtin is ensuring its students are prepared to work ethically and effectively in that environment.

"Production is a radically changing environment," says Leaver. "Our students graduate with a good sense of this and skills that will allow them not just to ‘work’ in the industry, but to actually shape it themselves at a relatively early stage in their careers."

"And that is an exciting place for a new graduate to be."
The China-Australia Writing Centre has been established at Curtin University following the signing of a joint collaborative agreement between Curtin and Fudan University in Shanghai, one of China’s top universities.

The centre will bring together expertise from both institutions, including skills in creative writing, literature studies, historical writing and journalism. Acting Pro Vice-Chancellor, Associate Professor Steve Micken, said the partnership would have implications across many industries as the centre would study and develop all types of writing including new forms and multiple formats in the digital revolution.

“This agreement is international recognition of the strength of Curtin’s writing program which has produced high-calibre writers such as Tim Winton, Brooke Davis and Yvette Walker,” he said.

“We will focus on studying new writing in China and Australia with the specific aim of using cultural exchange and translation to advance the production and development of creative and innovative writing practices.”

Activities between the two universities have already begun with exchange of visiting writing fellows and a two-day writing symposium, held in Margaret River in August.

### Online Participation Under the Microscope

Online education has made it easier for thousands of additional students to access university courses. However, while this mode of education has broadened entry to courses and encouraged participation in higher education, results show many students are not completing their studies.

In a bid to find ways to improve online study success rates, 1,000 online students studying through UniReady and ITEC, Open University Australia, Curtin Online and MOOCs recently took part in a survey run jointly by Curtin Teaching and Learning and the National Centre for Student Equity in Higher Education (NCSEHE). The survey results are already being used to improve online study success rates, 1,000 online students studying through UniReady and ITEC, Open University Australia, Curtin Online and MOOCs recently took part in a survey run jointly by Curtin Teaching and Learning and the National Centre for Student Equity in Higher Education (NCSEHE).

“Face-to-face studies,” Dr Cupitt says. “I really enjoy the research and outreach work that I do, so to be recognised for it is an added bonus, especially when there are so many other students doing great work in science in WA,” she says.

At the Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy, Dr Russell researches black holes and how they extract and recycle energy from in-falling matter, an efficient source of power that shapes star formation and the distribution of matter in the universe.

“Professor Stachowiak receiving his medal from the British High Commissioner to Australia, Her Excellency Menna Rawlings CMG.”

### China-Australia Joint Writing Centre Opens

Professor Deborah Terry has been recognised in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list and made an Officer in the General Division of the Order of Australia (AO). Professor Terry received the honour for distinguished service to tertiary education through senior administrative roles and as an academic and researcher in the field of psychology.

The dedicated educator is currently President of the Academy of Social Sciences Australia and former Chair of the Australian Council of Learned academies, the Australian Research Council’s College of Experts in the Social Behavioural and Economic Sciences and the Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre.

She is also currently on the Board of Universities Australia and a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia.

Professor Terry’s leadership career began in 2000 when she was appointed Head of School of Psychology at the University of Queensland. She then moved to other distinguished positions including Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic and Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University of Queensland in October 2012.

Professor Terry was appointed Vice-Chancellor of Curtin University in February 2014.

“Professor Terry said, “The news was quite a shock and very humbling, particularly given how much support I have been fortunate to have received throughout my career.”

VC HONoured

### Award

**THE SKY’S NO LIMIT FOR RADIO ASTRONOMER**

Outstanding postgraduate astronomy student, Dr Thomas Russell, has been named ExxonMobil Student Scientist of the Year at the Premier’s Science awards 2015.

Dr Russell was honoured for demonstrating a dedicated commitment to science at an early age and the promise he shows in reaching the highest levels of excellence in his profession.

Accepting his prize at the Perkins Institute for Medical research, Dr Russell says he feels privileged to have won.

“I really enjoy the research and outreach work that I do, so to be recognised for it is an added bonus, especially when there are so many other students doing great work in science in WA,” he says.

At the Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy, Dr Russell researches black holes and how they extract and recycle energy from in-falling matter, an efficient source of power that shapes star formation and the distribution of matter in the universe.

Curtin Vice-Chancellor Professor Deborah Terry said Dr Russell was a very deserving recipient of the award as it recognised his passion and commitment to undertaking the highest quality research towards understanding the universe.

### Award

**BIG WIN FOR TRIBOLOGY PROFESSOR**

Curtin’s Department of Mechanical Engineering Professor Gwion Stachowiak has been awarded the prestigious UK Institution of Mechanical Engineers Tribology Gold Medal. The award was presented in July by the British High Commissioner to Australia, Her Excellency Menna Rawlings CMG.

Tribology is the study of friction, wear and lubrication, or, more precisely, the science of interacting surfaces in relative motion.

Despite not being a household name, the study contributes to almost every aspect of our daily lives, from the movement of our joints, to engine lubrication, to the functioning of computer hard disks.

Professor Stachowiak says.

Stachowiak has been awarded the prestigious UK Institution of Mechanical Engineers Tribology Gold Medal.

### Recognition

**WHAT’S ON**

**FRINGE WORLD**

22 January – 21 February 2016

After last year’s success, Curtin is once again partnering with Perth’s annual arts festival. FRINGE WORLD. A diverse and exciting array of performers will fill the Perth Cultural Centre every day and night for four weeks.

**SANDITCURE**

29 February – 11 March 2016

Teams of first-year architecture students will each build a 3D abstraction of a famous architectural building from sand. Sand sculpture artist Tim Darby will mentor the students and create a unique sculpture of his own.
The rhetoric of crime

DR DAVID WHISH-WILSON
SENIOR LECTURER,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION & CULTURAL STUDIES

Author and academic
Dr David Whish-Wilson discusses his award-winning short story The Cook, the evolution of crime writing, and Australia’s surprising, felonious link to colonial California.

WHAT
I like about writing is the fun of not knowing where a story is going. I’ll usually start with a character or a setting and let things unfold naturally. For The Cook, it started with a setting. My family and I go camping at a place called Walga Rock in the Gascoyne region of Western Australia. The area is not widely depicted in fiction. I was pleased with the chance to capture in words the unique names and geology and quality of light of this lesser-known landscape.

The father and son in the story have strong family ties to Walga Rock and when one commits a violent crime, this pair instinctively flee to its shelter. This ancient landform is a static figure: it’s a protector and a holder of tradition for the characters, like it is for the local Wadjarr people. However, the solid earth is balanced out by the ever-changing natural environment. Out here the bush can nourish life, but it can also conceal and obliterate it.

I believe the Australian bush truly lends itself to crime fiction. In the bush, danger is easily hidden: you may be centimetres from a poisonous snake and never realise it. To a genre prooccupied with the unseen and the elusive, this camouflaging environment is near irresistible. The bush particularly suits characters who are interested in not being known, like the father and son in The Cook. Places and characters that are more than they appear on the surface can be great devices for exploring what’s really happening behind closed doors.

Human deviance has always fascinated people. Stories about crime, violence and corruption appeal to wide audiences and often stand the test of time (think about the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle, Agatha Christie and Truman Capote).

In the past, however, crime was only generally considered a subordinate genre – with its unsavoury subject matter – to the cultural ghetto. Crime fiction has only gained traction as a valid form of literature in the last fifteen to twenty years, thanks to the gradual crumbling of what constitutes ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’.

Excellent writers like Richard Price and Excellent writers like Richard Price and series like Breaking Bad and The Wire simply tell compelling stories about life. Their narratives just happen to centre on unlawful activity.

Currently I’m researching for a novel on the rather dubious activities of Australian ex-conicts during the Californian gold rush. Those who tried and failed to strike it rich ended up forming some of San Francisco’s earliest criminal gangs. Australia’s convict diaspora seemed to flourish in a country that reinforced individualism and mistrust of government. By contrast, Britain’s colonial penal system valued surveillance and harsh punishment, which helped form a very different culture.

I’m interested in this idea of how environments act upon us, how we change our behaviour under authority and adapt to survive.

The rhetoric of crime
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Our focus is to ensure our graduates leave Curtin with an openness to different perspectives and a desire to make tomorrow better. The Curtin University Alumni Achievement Awards recognise Curtin graduates who have done just that.

The winner of the 2015 Lifetime Achievement Award was Jega Jegasothy, a physiotherapist, volunteer, mentor and researcher. Jega’s distinguished 37-year career has seen her work tirelessly to improve the lives of those with disability.

We would like to congratulate all the 2015 Curtin University Alumni Achievement Award winners:

Professional Achievement Awards:
- Mr Joachim Tan (Curtin Business School)
- Professor Andrew Whitehouse (Health Sciences)
- Mr Peter Lee (Humanities)
- Mr Michael Turkic (Humanities)
- Mr Theerasak (Beer) Opatswan (Science and Engineering)

Volunteer Leadership Award: Mr Joerex Tsang
Global Impact Award: Dr Mariya Ali
Young Alumnus Award: Ms Ashleigh Nelson
Community Service Award: Dr Sandy Chong
Lifetime Achievement Award: Ms Gnanaletchumy (Jega) Jegasothy

Reconnect with Curtin Alumni Relations at alumni.curtin.edu.au